2 Color Vinyl Decal Instructions

If making a 2-color name or text start at #1
If making a 2-color graphic jump to #2

1. In Cut Studio, type the name of the person going on the nameplate.
   a. Highlight the name and choose format: font from menu bar
   b. Choose a font like Cooper Black or a font that is “fat”
   c. The letters should be around 8" long and not much taller than 1"
   d. Right click and choose convert to polyline

2. If doing a graphic only, paste the graphic, extract the contour lines, and move on To #3.

3. Once you have your text or graphic SIZED right:
   a. Choose object: offset from the menu bar and type in .15 (pick outside)
      (you may need to make it bigger or smaller than .15)
   b. Click on the center name and move it outside of the outline… you Should have an outline of the name and the name itself, separate.

4. Bring to the vinyl cutter and cut it out twice. ONCE with each of the 2 colors you Choose.

4. Weed out both. Whichever color is going on top, put CLEAR transfer tape over it. Spray the bottom color with the water bottle and then place top color over bottom Color. Squeegee the water out and soak up with paper towel.